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You have invented me and gave me a renown,

you made my life difficult and responsible by

your overestimation.

Pasternak to Bowra, September 1956

By the mid-1940s Cecil Maurice Bowra (1898–1971) was already an

extremely distinguished figure: an accomplished classical scholar and literary

critic with an impressive range of publications (twelve books by the age of

forty-seven in 1945), an established authority on classical and modern poetry,

recognized through his appointment to the Oxford Chair of Poetry in 1946,

and a prominent figure in academic life at Oxford University (Warden of

Wadham College from 1938, and later Vice-Chancellor from 1951 to

1954). His many literary enthusiasms included a long-standing love of

Russian poetry, which he cultivated in a variety of ways: through trans-

lations, critical essays, reviews, the publication of editions of poetry, and

the compilation of two remarkable anthologies of Russian verse.

In the case of two particular Russian poets, Bowra’s interest in their

work developed a personal dimension, leading to an exchange of letters,

translations, and literary works. From 1946 to 1948 he maintained a lively

correspondence about humanism (in Greek, Latin, French and English)

with the Russian émigré poet and fellow classicist, Viacheslav Ivanov,

travelling twice to Rome to meet him. Between 1945 and 1956 he also1 

received four letters from Boris Pasternak in response to his translations

and reviews of the poet’s work. Bowra shared with both writers a fasci-

nation with the heritage of symbolism and similar tastes in modern verse.

With Ivanov he enjoyed a common academic background and passion for
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classical antiquity; in the case of Pasternak he was evidently most at-

tracted by his poetry.

Pasternak wrote his first two letters to Bowra in December 1945 and

June 1946, just at the time when he was beginning work on Doctor Zhi-

vago, and the last two some ten years later in September and November

1956, about a year after he completed the novel. His letters clearly reflect

the strong impression that Bowra made on his self-image and sense of

direction at these two crucial stages of his creative path. Certain passages,

such as the following extract from his letter of September 1956, invite

further speculation about the extent to which his contact with Bowra may

have played a role in the genesis of his novel:

Handfuls, armfuls, heaps of thanks to you. My gratitude to you is enormous.

<…>

You have invented me and gave me a renown, you made my life difficult

and responsible by your overestimation.

But now, that the novel «Äîêòîð Æèâàãî» is finished near about a year ago

(and is written with a frankness that will a long time hinder its publication) and

that it seems to me to be fit for my acquittal and to justify your exaggerations,

I pardon you and turn my reproaches to thankfulness to which I find neither

limits nor expressions.2

This passage suggests a direct link in Pasternak’s mind between

Bowra’s high regard for him and the writing of his novel. Pasternak’s

sense of unbounded gratitude, coupled with his notion that Bowra had

somehow “invented” him, established his reputation, and thereby affected

the course of his life, together with all its difficulties and responsibilities,

is followed by the statement that Doctor Zhivago could now retrospec-

tively justify Bowra’s earlier “overestimation” and “exaggerations”. Were

these feelings just a wishful projection on Pasternak’s part, or was there

something more behind them? If so, how exactly could Bowra’s high

opinion of Pasternak have played a role in the genesis of Doctor Zhivago?

This essay will explore some possible answers to these questions, drawing

on Bowra’s writings and Pasternak’s correspondence. Bowra’s contribu-

tion to the creation of Pasternak’s literary reputation will first be outlined,

followed by an analysis of Pasternak’s responses and their possible con-

nection to the writing of his novel.
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I. Bowra’s contribution to Pasternak’s reputation

Bowra made a substantial contribution to the growth of Pasternak’s

reputation in the West in three different ways: he translated his verse, pub-

lished critical reviews of his work (at a time when foreign reviews of the

poet’s work were sparse), and was the first person to nominate him for the

award of the Nobel Prize in literature in 1946 (carried over to 1947 and

repeated soon afterwards in 1949, when the poet fell into disgrace in late

Stalinist Russia).

The translation of poetry and literary criticism were an integral part of

Bowra’s passion for classical and modern European poetry, which he per-

ceived and sought to present as a single, living tradition. According to a

close friend, he was in fact not so much an Oxford academic as a “deeply

romantic” “poet manqué”.  This aspect of his temperament was recognized3

as the source of his personal charm, experienced by Ivanov when they first

met in Rome in 1947: 

Et le secret de ce charme que je subis si délicieusement, je crois l'avoir deviné:

c'est que vous êtes justement poète, sans y songer peut-être, incessamment, incon-

sciemment, lorsque vous composez vos strophes grecques et que vous vous adon-

nez à des recherches austères, à des analyses critiques, en causant avec des amis

aussi bien qu'en vous inspirant (tel un ýðïöÞôçò de Delphes)  pour interpréter des4

inspirés. Il semble qu'il vous soit difficile de ne pas chanter avec ceux qui chantent,

de ne pas partager les enthousiasmes et même les folies des poètes que vous avez

à juger.5

Translating verse and writing criticism clearly provided Bowra with a vital

outlet for his partly suppressed poetic leanings and with a personal way of

paying tribute to his preferred authors. Two recently discovered bound

collections of his favourite poems in Greek, Latin, and seven modern lan-

guages testify to the unusually wide range of his tastes in verse.6

The roots of his “life-long interest in Russian poetry” can be traced back

to the month he spent in Petrograd in September 1916 at the impressionable

age of eighteen.  On his way back to England via Siberia after visiting his7

parents in China, he stayed with a well-connected English Russophile, Robert

Wilton, who was a friend of the painter Il'ia Repin and also of the young

Kornei Chukovskii.  Bowra became good friends with Chukovskii and kept8

in touch with him through to the 1960s.  He was disappointed at the time not9
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to meet Chukovskii’s acquaintance, Vladimir Maiakovskii, but made many

other interesting contacts.

This visit bore fruit many years later in Bowra’s pioneering Book of

Russian Verse, printed in London during the war in 1943 and reissued in

1947. Although Bowra chose only one poem by Pasternak for his first

anthology,  he published four more translations of Pasternak’s verse in10

the September 1945 issue of Horizon,  and included seventeen poems by11

him in his Second Book of Russian Verse, printed in London in 1948.12

This remarkable number made Pasternak the third most represented poet

in the second anthology, preceded only by Pushkin and Blok. All seven-

teen translations were also included in the landmark American edition of

Pasternak’s Selected Writings with a preface by Stefan Schimanski, pub-

lished in New York in 1949.13

The extraordinary jump – from just one poem in 1943 to seventeen in

1948 – requires some word of explanation. To some extent it evidently

resulted from Bowra’s parallel work on his essay about Pasternak, first

published in The Creative Experiment (New York, 1948; London, 1949),

which included several translations from the poet’s verse. Another impor-

tant contributing factor was his close friendship with Isaiah Berlin, who

helped him prepare some of the versions of Russian poems included in the

Second Book of Russian Verse.  Bowra and Berlin were both on friendly14

terms with Pasternak’s sisters in Oxford,  and Berlin was able to visit15

Pasternak on several occasions during the months he spent working in

Moscow between September 1945 and April 1946. At a welcome dinner

at the British Embassy he met Bowra’s old friend, Chukovskii;  there-16

after, he regularly acted as a go-between, passing publications and letters

from Bowra to Chukovskii and Pasternak and back again. On 25 October,

for example, Bowra wrote to Berlin:

My dear Isaiah,

I have packed off two numbers of Horizon with Pasternakiana to you, and

hope that they will arrive. Herewith some versions from Blok. Do you think

you could give them to Korney with my warmest regards? They may interest

him. Why should not All Souls give K.C. a job for his declining years: He

would add a lot to our gaiety. I will talk to that stuffed Sumner about it.17

The two numbers of Horizon that Bowra sent to Berlin were almost cer-

tainly the two latest issues, containing Bowra’s translations of four poems
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by Pasternak, published in September, as noted above, and his review of

Pasternak’s translation of Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra and verse

collection Earthly Expanse (Zemnoi prostor), included in the August issue

and discussed below (as we shall see, Pasternak praised both publications

in his first two letters to Bowra).

Later in the same letter Bowra added some significant words: “I have

collected some 24 pieces by B.P. and am publishing them with a bogus

new press. It is the only way to do it, and I feel it is a duty to keep him and

others in the public eye”.  Although this plan did not come to fruition, the18

very idea of such an entreprise demonstrates Bowra’s determination,

linked to a strong sense of inner duty, to promote Pasternak’s visibility

and reputation.

During this period Bowra regularly sent Berlin extensive shopping-lists of

books to buy for him in Moscow; on 5 November, he despatched “a statement

of needs” for books, including “works by any member of the lost generation

<…>. This is what I really like – this is my date, and I find it almost impos-

sible to get. <...> No expense to be spared”. At the end of the same letter he

added: “I sent off two books for Borya <Pasternak> and Kornei <Chukov-

skii>, if you think it suitable to present them. It might make them feel less

isolated. I shall be interested to hear reactions”.  In his first letter to Bowra19

of 25 December 1945 (brought back to Oxford by Berlin), Pasternak reacted

very warmly to both gifts: A Book of Russian Verse and The Heritage of

Symbolism, comprising chapters on Valéry, Rilke, Stefan George, Blok, and

Yeats.

As a critic, Bowra consistently rated Pasternak’s verse very highly in

several essays that he wrote during the 1940s.  Two in particular deserve20

special mention. In the August 1945 issue of Horizon he published a joint

review of Il'ia Ehrenburg’s Verses about War (Stikhi o voine, 1943) along-

side Pasternak’s translation of Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra

(1944) and latest verse collection Earthly Expanse (Zemnoi prostor,

1945). After describing Pasternak as “one of the greatest translators who

have ever lived, even in Russia, the home of great translations”, Bowra

continued: “His version of Antony and Cleopatra proves that genius can

achieve the impossible and transpose the poetry of one language into an-

other without losing any of its essential qualities”. He refers to Pasternak

as “one of the most original and powerful poets now alive in Europe” and

makes some astute comments about the differences between the poems of
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his latest collection and his earlier verse.  When a slightly abridged21

Russian translation of this review appeared some five months later in the

Moscow weekly newspaper Britanskii soiuznik, Pasternak’s “Western”

reputation, as presented and validated by Bowra, was made accessible in

Russian to a new readership.22

Bowra’s placing of Pasternak in a European context was developed by

him three years later in The Creative Experiment, where his remarkable

essay on Pasternak’s early verse of 1917–1923 stands alongside chapters

on Cavafy, Apollinaire, Maiakovskii, Eliot, Lorca, and Alberti. Bowra in-

troduces Pasternak as a poet who picked up and combined the different

threads of the Futurists, Acmeists, and Imagists, correcting their excesses

and adapting them to meet modern needs. After recognizing Pasternak’s

debt to Blok, he dwells on the complexity of his physical and intellectual

sensibility and illustrates his original pictorial method. In his discussion

of the poet’s treatment of nature, love and political events, he challenges

the notion that Pasternak was unpolitical or reactionary by showing how

deeply he assimilated his political experiences into his verse.23

As well as introducing Pasternak’s verse to an English readership

through translations, reviews, and critical essays, Bowra also made persis-

tent efforts to gain a more public, external form of recognition for Paster-

nak’s work. In January 1946 he was the first person to nominate Pasternak

for the award of the Nobel Prize in literature on the basis of his achieve-

ment as a lyric poet.  The text of his original letter of nomination is24

published below for the first time.

Wadham College,

Oxford

January 9 <1946>.th 

Gentlemen,

I am much honoured that you should ask me to nominate a candidate for the

Nobel prize in Literature, and I wish strongly to urge the claims of the Russian

poet, BORIS PASTERNAK. His most important volumes of verse are Sestra

moya zhisn, Temi i Variatsii, and Na rannikh Poezdakh. This poetry is all of the

purest quality, and no concessions are made in it to contemporary fashions or

– which is more difficult in Russia – to political demands. Pasternak keeps a

strictly classical form with a vivid modern outlook in which his unrivalled

sensibility passes into words of great liveliness and brilliance. This poetry is
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extremely original in its imagery, its almost pantheistic vision of the world, its

compactness and intensity, and omission of anything that is not pure poetry.

Pasternak is one of the very few poets of our time who has succeeded in

conveying a contemporary frame of mind without breaking with the past or

falling into ugliness and bathos. He sees life with a noble, creative vision, in

which man has his place in nature and nature is much more than a background

or a scene. He shows how natural powers affect man and work in him. Even

when he writes on political issues he keeps his lyrical purity and transforms

political emotions into something personal, moving, vivid and imaginative. For

political reasons he is not officially regarded by the Russians as their greatest

poet but I have no doubt that in fifty or a hundred years from now it will be

clear that he is their leading poet in this age. He continues in his own way with

his modern sensibility the classical art of Pushkin and makes every word carry

its full weight and influence. I am sure that he is well worthy of the Nobel

Prize.

Yours truly

C.M. Bowra.25

It is clear from the opening of the letter that Bowra was first approached

by the Nobel Committee, who asked him to suggest a candidate for the

prize in literature.  His advice was evidently sought because of his repu-26

tation as an expert on contemporary European poetry, based on his re-

cently published study The Heritage of Symbolism  (1943). Although

Tat´iana Marchenko has stated in her book on Russian writers and the

Nobel Prize that Pasternak was nominated “thanks to the efforts of his

sisters, who lived in England”,  this claim is not supported by any evi-27

dence other than the fact of Bowra’s acquaintance with Pasternak’s sisters.

Bowra was clearly acting on his own initiative, prompted by a request

from the Nobel Prize Committee and encouraged, no doubt, by Isaiah Ber-

lin’s enthusiastic accounts of his personal conversations with the poet and

by the recent publication of two of Pasternak’s books in England.

In his first letter of nomination Bowra summarises many of the key

points already made by him in his review of 1945 and subsequently de-

veloped in The Creative Experiment. He draws attention to Pasternak’s

ability to combine a strictly classical form with a modern sensibility, to be

contemporary without breaking with the past, to the originality of his

imagery, and to his organic vision of man’s intimate relationship with

nature. He also places considerable emphasis on Pasternak’s independence
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from official political demands and on his personal, imaginative treatment

of political emotions (the word “political” occurs four times in his letter).

Here he is clearly anticipating and seeking to rebut possible objections on

the part of the Nobel Prize Committee to the candidacy of a Soviet writer.

His worries on this score were not unfounded; the continuing prevarica-

tions in the statements issued by the Nobel Prize Committee about Pas-

ternak’s nominations from 1946 to 1950 clearly derived in part from a

sense of uncertainty about the future development of his art in relation to

the political demands of the Soviet state and socialist realism. Bowra’s

nomination was an important milestone: for the first time the possibility

of awarding the Nobel Prize in literature to a Soviet (non émigré) Russian

writer was introduced, thereby paving the way for subsequent nominations

such as those of Mikhail Sholokhov in 1947 and Leonid Leonov in 1949.28

The report of the Nobel Committee for 1946 noted that it was not able

to discuss Pasternak’s case as the expert statement about his work had not

yet been received.  The Committee therefore carried over Bowra’s letter29

from 1946 to 1947 in order to consider it one year later without the need

for a new nomination to be initiated. The expert statement commissioned

by the Committee was completed by the Swedish philologist Anton Karl-

gren in June 1947.  The report for this year indicated that the Committee30

had decided to adopt a wait-and-see policy concerning the candidacy of

Pasternak, as Karlgren’s report was rather critical; it also commented on

Pasternak’s relation to official state policy and socialist realism.  In 194831

Professor Martin Lamm (1880–1950), a member of the Swedish Academy

and expert on Swedenborg, put Pasternak’s name forward, evidently fol-

lowing Bowra’s lead. Once again, however, the Committee was not con-

vinced by the case.32

In 1949 Bowra wrote for the second and last time in support of Paster-

nak. He may have hoped that his repeat nomination would carry more

authority on this occasion, following his election to the prestigious Oxford

Professorship of Poetry (1946–1951) and the publication of The Creative

Experiment in 1948. He may also have been encouraged by the fact that

the Nobel Prize in literature for the preceding year had gone to another

poet, T.S. Eliot. Bowra could with some justification consider himself well

qualified to make a comparative evaluation of the work of both poets; in

The Creative Experiment his essay on Pasternak was directly followed by

a chapter on Eliot. In his second letter of nomination, dated 24 January
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1949 and published below for the first time, he made it quite clear that he

regarded Pasternak as the greater poet. 

as from

Wadham College

Oxford

January 24  <1949>.th

Dear Sir,

Many thanks for your letter. May I press on you as strongly as I can the

claims of the Russian poet, Boris Pasternak? To my mind he is the greatest poet

now living in Europe, having a finer imagination and a greater power than Eliot

and being in his own way both a modernist and an inheritor of a great tradition.

I would point out that in very different circumstances and under every kind of

political pressure he has maintained a flawless art and has suffered much

because of it. I know that the Nobel Committee has doubts about giving its

prizes to Russians, but in this case there is no cause for doubt, since Pasternak

is a great European writer. For sheer force and music and art he is without an

equal, and I would press his claims strongly on you.

Yours sincerely

C M Bowra.33

Bowra reiterates the same points as before about Pasternak’s relation to

tradition and modernity and his ability to rise above political pressure

through his art. This time, however, he openly confronts the Nobel Com-

mittee’s doubts about awarding the prize to a Soviet Russian writer and

seeks to counter them by stressing Pasternak’s standing as a great Euro-

pean writer. In its report, however, the Committee still found the case put

forward by the “English connoisseur” inadequate; mention was also made

of the possible undesirable consequences of making an award to Paster-

nak, given his delicate situation.34

In response to a further nomination by Martin Lamm in 1950 (his last,

as he died in the same year), the Committee noted Pasternak’s growing

reputation in the English literary world but regretted the paucity of infor-

mation about his later work after 1930; once more his case was put on

hold, pending further developments.  After a lull of seven years the last35

two nominations of 1957 and 1958 culminated in the final award to Pas-

ternak. Although the official announcement of the Swedish Academy that

Pasternak had received the Nobel Prize “for his notable achievement in

both contemporary poetry and the field of the great Russian narrative
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tradition” made no explicit mention of Doctor Zhivago, it is clear from the

guarded reference to “the great Russian narrative tradition” that the pub-

lication of the novel, alongside the poetry, finally tipped the balance in

favour of Pasternak by providing clear evidence of the direction of his

later work.36

Bowra did not write any more letters of nomination after 1949, but con-

tinued to express his support for Pasternak in other ways. In September

1958, soon after the publication of the English translation of Doctor

Zhivago in August, he wrote a very positive and perceptive review of the

novel, drawing attention to Pasternak’s astonishing mastery of this new

form. Rejecting inevitable readings of the work as a “commentary on So-

viet life” or “tract for the times”, he stressed its value as a consummate

work of art, revealing and inspiring an elevated outlook on life. He em-

phasised the essential role of the poems in the novel and the fact that Pas-

ternak had achieved “something which he has hardly done in his actual

poetry, but <…> has been able to do <…> only because he is a poet”.  In37

October, when moves were made to expel Pasternak from the Writers’

Union following the award of the Nobel Prize, Bowra (now President of

the British Academy) despatched a telegram of protest to the Chairman of

the Writers’ Union, together with a group of distinguished intellectuals.38

After Pasternak’s death, Bowra maintained a steady flow of publica-

tions paying tribute to his work. In November 1960 he reviewed a collec-

tion of his late poems of 1955–1959, published in parallel Russian and

English versions; he compared them to the poems from Doctor Zhivago

and noted their particular “purity and strength,” reflecting an “inner peace

<…> found by a prodigious effort of will”. He praised Pasternak’s lack of

concessions to political demands and loyalty to his own convictions, and

confirmed his status as the greatest Russian poet since Blok.  In 1962 he39

wrote a foreword to the bilingual edition of Pasternak’s late verse, In the

Interlude. Poems 1945–1960, containing the poems from Doctor Zhivago

and the cycle “When the skies clear” (“Kogda razguliaetsia”).  Ever40

mindful of his academic training, he continued to emphasise the classical

quality of Pasternak’s verse. He also devoted a few pages to Pasternak in

his late work of 1966, Poetry and Politics, 1900–1960, highlighting the

poet’s concern with the integrity of art, refusal to compromise, and view

of art as a form of religious activity. In the course of discussing the award

of the Nobel Prize for literature to Pasternak, he made no reference to his
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own earlier nominations, but condemned the decision as an “incredible

blunder” on the part of the Nobel Committee, a blessing that turned out to

be a curse and hastened the writer’s death.41

II. Pasternak’s response to Bowra

Whereas Pasternak was well acquainted with Bowra’s translations of

his verse and articles about his work (and had copies of several of his

publications), it seems unlikely that he was aware of Bowra’s efforts over

the Nobel Prize – either at the time, or subsequently.  When considering42

Pasternak’s response to Bowra, we shall therefore leave aside all the activ-

ity surrounding the Nobel Prize and concentrate on his reaction to Bowra’s

publications. We have seen that the core of Bowra’s contribution to build-

ing up Pasternak’s reputation in the 1940s amounted to the translation of

some seventeen poems (slightly more, if the translations scattered through-

out his critical writings are included), first published between 1943 and

1948, one review of 1945, published in English and again in Russian in

the following year, and one substantial critical essay of 1948. Although

from today’s perspective this may not seem much, it is important to appre-

ciate the tremendous impact that these publications made at the time. As

the criteria for evaluating the literary standing of Russian writers became

increasingly confused and distorted in the Soviet literary establishment,

any publication appearing in the West played a vital role in giving non-

conformist writers a sense that their voices were still heard and valued.

Something of the intensity of the reactions generated by the appearance

of Bowra’s first Book of Russian Verse can be gauged from a letter that

Pasternak sent to Mandel'shtam’s widow in November 1945. Prompted by

his excitement at discovering Bowra’s translation of Mandel'shtam’s

“Tristia” in the anthology (printed immediately before his own poem), he

was moved to write to her:

Âû, íàâåðíîå, èùåòå ïîâîäà, ïîñëóæèâøåãî òîë÷êîì ê òàêîìó íåóðî-

÷íîìó ïèñüìó? Âîò îí: â ðóññêîé àíòîëîãèè èçäàòåëüñòâà Macmillan and

C° ïîä ðåäàêöèåé Îêñôîðäñêîãî ïðîôåññîðà äðåâíåãðå÷åñêîé ëèòåðàòó-

ðû, àâòîðà áîëüøîé êíèãè î íàñëåäèè ñèìâîëèçìà (î Ðèëüêå, Âàëåðè,

Áëîêå è Èòñå) è ïåðåâîä÷èêà Áëîêà è äð. C.M. Bowra íàïå÷àòàíû Tristia

Îñèïà Ýìèëüåâè÷à. Â ñëåçàõ ïåðåïèñûâàþ Âàì ïåðâóþ ñòðîôó (ïî-ìîåìó,

õîðîøî; ïåðåâåë ýòîò ñàìûé Áaóðà). 4
3
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The tears were evidently tears of joy, in recognition of Mandel'shtam’s

“survival” in the pages of this anthology after his disappearance from the

pages of official Soviet literary history since 1934 and his second arrest

followed by death in the camps in 1938. 

In December 1945, in a long letter sent via Isaiah Berlin to his sisters

in Oxford, Pasternak described Bowra’s translations as “astonishing” and

explained at some length how such small pockets of recognition created

a “êðîøå÷íûé óãîëîê”: “ýòî <…> òî÷êè ÷óäîäåéñòâåííîãî êàêîãî-òî,

íåîáúÿñíèìîãî ìîåãî ñîïðèêîñíîâåíüÿ ñ ñóäüáîþ è âðåìåíåì, ýòî

ìèñòåðèÿ èëè ðîìàí, êîòîðûé ìîã áû äàòü ìíîãî ïèùè äëÿ ñóåâåðüÿ,

òàê òóò âñå íåïðåäâîñõèòèìî ñêàçî÷íî”. Living in the “sober, cold So-

viet era,” he had “never imagined that all this could still be possible”.44

Significantly, immediately after listing various other forms of recognition

of his work in the West (with much space devoted to the 1945 edition of

his Collected Prose Works introduced by Schimanski), he went on to de-

scribe his determination to write a novel, suggesting a connection between

these pockets of external recognition and his own inner resolve and sense

of creative direction.

In the same letter Pasternak announced his intention to contact Bowra

directly.45 His first letter to him, written on 25 December 1945 in charm-

ingly eccentric exuberant English with an even more ecstatic postscript in

Russian, conveys his deep appreciation of the critic’s writings and trans-

lations: 

When I read in your beautiful “Heritage of Symbolism” your admirable lines

about Rilke and Blok, when afterwards I saw your deep, exact and melodious

translation of the Twelve, I dreamed. Would this man (this Bowra) ever hear

of me, could I some day attract his high attention, and, perhaps, deserve his

recognition! And, on a sudden, these wonderful, incomparable translations!! 

Pasternak prepares the ground for his response to Bowra very carefully.

He first approaches him as the author of The Heritage of Symbolism

(1943), highlighting the chapters on Rilke and Blok, and then mentions his

translation of Blok’s “The Twelve”, published in Horizon in July 1944.

Pasternak’s deep sense of affinity with both Rilke and Blok is well known;

in his letter of December 1945 to his sisters, he expressed his delight at

finding himself linked by the group of British personalists with the three

names dearest to him, Rilke, Blok and Proust.  His reference to Bowra’s46
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chapter about Blok in The Heritage of Symbolism and to his version of

“The Twelve” before mentioning his translations of his own work serves

to align himself with Blok – a line of succession later confirmed in

Bowra’s Second Book of Russian Verse (1948), where Pasternak follows

Blok as the third most represented poet in the anthology.

As in his letter to his sisters, Pasternak attributes great significance to

his discovery of Bowra’s translations: “If once I knew that the fate will

give me such sort of response, the anticipation of it would restrain me

from many excesses, from which no power of tradition or of contem-

poraneity could withhold me, as I was young”. Pasternak clearly views the

response that he has received through Bowra’s translation of his work as

an act of fate, which would have affected his writing in the past, had he

been able to foresee it; in the same way, he may well have regarded it as

a fated encounter that could determine the future course of his work. If so,

then this future direction would appear to be connected with Bowra’s

interest in Blok, highlighted by Pasternak in his letter.

We know that Pasternak began his essay on Blok (“K kharakteristike

Bloka”) in the summer of 1946 to mark the twenty-fifth anniversary of the

poet’s death, at the same time as he was working on the first drafts of

Doctor Zhivago. Not surprisingly, many elements of this essay and other

references to Blok found their way into his novel.  Evidence suggests that47

his reading of Bowra’s chapter on Blok in The Heritage of Symbolism

influenced his presentation of the poet in his essay and in his novel, both

directly and obliquely. There are several areas of significant overlap. Most

generally, Pasternak shared with Bowra the main premise of The Heritage

of Symbolism: a strong conviction of the central and continuing relevance

of the legacy of the symbolists to the next generation of writers. Like

Bowra, Pasternak believed that this legacy had determined the present

state of poetry and stated so unequivocally in an essay of December 1946:

«Ïîýòè÷åñêàÿ ëèòåðàòóðà íàøèõ äíåé â ëþáîé ñòðàíå ìèðà, â òîì

÷èñëå è â Ðîññèè è â Ãðóçèè, ïðåäñòàâëÿåò åñòåñòâåííîå ñëåäñòâèå

ñèìâîëèçìà è âñåõ âûøåäøèõ èç íåãî, à òàêæå è âñåõ âðàæäîâàâøèõ

ñ íèì øêîë».  Bowra’s investigation of the various ways in which dif-48

ferent writers had assimilated the heritage of symbolism, overcoming its

weak points and developing it in new directions, was highly relevant to

Pasternak’s desire to extend this legacy into the world of prose. His novel,

envisaged by him in January 1946 as “prose about the whole of our life
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from Blok up to the present war”,  not only traced the legacy of Blok to49

the post-war period through its plot, but also incorporated into its form and

style Blok’s combination of visionary symbolism and modern, urban

realism, a distinctive feature of his work highlighted by Bowra in The

Heritage of Symbolism .50

More specifically, there are some links between Bowra’s characteri-

sation of Blok and Pasternak’s portrayal of Iury Zhivago’s response to the

Revolution. When Bowra published his translation of “The Twelve” in

Horizon during the last years of the war, he introduced it as a work that

expresses “the supernatural excitement which resulted from the Russian

Revolution and the hopes for a regeneration of humanity which he found

in it”.  Iury Zhivago reacts in a similar way to the Revolution, while the51

novel’s epilogue (set in 1943 and four to five years later) extends this

message of hope for renewal to the post-war generation through the words

of his disciples.

Last but by no means least, the emphasis that Bowra places in his book

on Blok’s status as a national prophet may well have reinforced Pas-

ternak’s sense of his own role as Blok’s successor with a prophetic mes-

sage for Russia.  Pasternak’s conviction of the prophetic import of his52

novel for Russia is clearly reflected in many of his letters of the time. In

his memoirs of his meetings with Pasternak Isaiah Berlin comments that

when Pasternak gave him the typescript of Doctor Zhivago in 1956, he de-

scribed it as his “last word” or “testament” and expressed the wish that it

should “travel over the entire world, to ‘lay waste with fire’ ‘the hearts of

men’,” quoting from Pushkin’s famous poem “The Prophet”.53

In this connection it is worth noting that Pasternak was no doubt

pleased to find that two of the four poems from his work chosen by Bowra

for translation in 1945 dealt with the poet’s prophetic calling. “Stars raced

headlong. Seaward headlands lathered…” (“Mchalis´ zvezdy. V more

mylis´ mysy…”, 1923) captures the cosmic reverberations of the moment

when the draft of “The Prophet” was completed, while “We’re few, per-

haps not more than three…” (“Nas malo. Nas, mozhet byt´, troe…”, 1921)

presents Pasternak and the poets of his generation in the light of their

historical destiny.

Pasternak continued to hold The Heritage of Symbolism  in very high

regard until the end of his life; as late as May 1958 he returned to it once

more and re-read its conclusion in order to collect his thoughts for a re-
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sponse to an enquiry. As before, he was impressed by Bowra’s depth of

understanding and felicity of expression, and praised the book in a letter

to his sisters: «ß <…> ñíîâà ïðèøåë â âîñòîðã. Êàê ãëóáîêî îí âñå ýòî

çíàåò, êàê æèâî è ñæàòî ïèøåò îáî âñåì!»54

Although several areas of overlap between the ideas expressed in

Bowra’s book and Pasternak’s novel can be identified, in the final analysis

it is not possible to “prove” conclusively the influence of the first work on

the second; it may well be that Pasternak was simply gratified to find in

Bowra’s book confirmation of ideas about Blok that he already held, and

that this is more an instance of congruity of minds than one of direct

influence. Nevertheless, evidence exists which suggests that Pasternak not

only perceived an underlying connection between Bowra’s writing on

Blok and Rilke in The Heritage of Symbolism and the genesis of his novel,

but also wanted to make Bowra aware of this link. On 10 April 1948 he

sent Bowra a hand-sewn booklet of ten poems from his novel, prefaced

with the following inscription: “as sign of my deepest ackno<w>ledgment

with my warmest thanks for his rare and profound articles on Blok, Rilke

and on myself”.  These words make it clear that Pasternak is presenting55

the poems from his novel in progress as an act of acknowledgment and

gratitude to Bowra for his writing on Blok and Rilke in The Heritage of

Symbolism  and on his own work – once more using Bowra’s writings to

position himself as Blok’s successor.

This sense of an inner bond between the novel and Bowra’s critical

essays on Rilke, Blok, and Pasternak may also explain why Pasternak was

particularly anxious for Bowra to receive a copy of his work and wanted

to hear his opinion of it. On the two occasions when he managed to send

a typescript copy of the current version of his novel to his sisters in Ox-

ford, he added special instructions to ensure that Bowra received it. In De-

cember 1948 he asked for copies to be given to a “narrow circle of inter-

ested people, starting with Bowra;” in August 1956 he requested once

more for a copy to given “without fail to Bowra”.  A couple of years56

later, on 6 September 1958, he enquired of his sisters in Oxford what the

two “University B’s” (Berlin and Bowra) thought of his book: «Âåðîÿòíî,

ïî áàíàëüíîñòè è ðàñòÿíóòîñòè ñ÷èòàþò ñòðàøíûì ïàäåíèåì?»  By57

a strange coincidence, Bowra’s enthusiastic review of the novel in Time

and Tide was published on the very same day as Pasternak wrote this

letter. In her reply Josephine reassured him that “Mavrikii” (her Russian
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code name for Maurice) had expressed feelings of delight over Doctor

Zhivago.  Unlike many critics Bowra was able to appreciate the organic58

connection between Pasternak’s novel and his skills as a poet. As he later

wrote to Josephine on 13 October 1964, responding to her recent memoir

of the poet: “I sympathise with what you say about the critics on ‘Dr

Zhivago’. It is not what they said it is, but something quite different and

much better”.59

If Pasternak’s first letter to Bowra emphasises the critic’s interest in

Blok, his second letter, written six months later on 26 June 1946, takes up

a different author, related to Bowra through common language and native

country: Shakespeare. Here Pasternak was responding to Bowra’s joint

review of his version of Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra and collec-

tion of poems Earthly Expanse. This piece of writing united two aspects

of his creative work, which were often seen as unrelated rather than com-

plementary. The connection was significant for Pasternak, as his immer-

sion in translating Shakespeare’s tragedies facilitated the transition that he

wished to make from writing subjective lyrical verse to a more objective

form of historical, epic narrative. Shakespeare also enabled him to link the

figures of Blok and Hamlet, an association that informed the portrayal of

his sacrificial hero Doctor Zhivago. His desire to dedicate his notes on

Shakespeare to Bowra appears to reflect his association of Bowra with the

spirit of “a free historical personality” that Pasternak identified as the

source of Shakespeare’s unique rhythm and sought to capture in his nov-

el.  If this intention had materialized, it would have been the first time60

that Pasternak dedicated a work of his to a foreigner.

In the light of the materials discussed above, it is clear that the opening

question about the ways in which Bowra’s “overestimation” of Pasternak

might have played a role in the genesis of Doctor Zhivago can be an-

swered on two levels. The first level is relatively straightforward. In gen-

eral terms, Bowra clearly not only contributed to the establishment of Pas-

ternak’s reputation through his translations and criticism of his work, but

also provided him with a vital “little corner” of recognition, a mirror

reflection in the West to counter distorted representations of his work in

the Soviet Union. This sense of an echo from afar, existing outside the

ordinary confines of space and time, undoubtedly helped Pasternak to
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define his self-image and strengthened his resolve to swim against the tide

and complete his novel.

This first and fundamental aspect of Bowra’s contribution to Paster-

nak’s creative life is confirmed by a telling episode, recounted by Emma

Gershtein in her memoirs. In April 1947, after attending a private reading

of the novel in progress, she wrote a long letter to Pasternak, expressing

her enthusiastic response. On her way to deliver the letter to his Moscow

home, she happened to meet him, handed over the letter, and fell into con-

versation. In her account of their talk she notes the tremendous signifi-

cance that he attached at the time to any sympathetic response to his work,

whether originating in Russia (as in her case) or in the West (as in the case

of Bowra, amusingly characterised by Pasternak as a sort of English

Veselovsky):

Ãîâîðÿ ñâîè òèõèå ñëîâà, Áîðèñ Ëåîíèäîâè÷ âðåìÿ îò âðåìåíè îùó-

ïûâàë ñ÷àñòëèâûì æåñòîì âíóòðåííèé êàðìàí ïèäæàêà, êóäà áûëî ïî-
ëîæåíî ìîå åùå íå ÷èòàííîå èì ïèñüìî, ïîõëîïûâàë ñåáÿ ïî ëåâîé ñòîðî-
íå ãðóäè. Âîò êàêèì ñîáûòèåì áûë äëÿ íåãî â ýòè äíè êàæäûé ñî÷óâ-
ñòâåííûé îòêëèê íà åãî ðàáîòó. Îêðóæàþùóþ åãî ãëóõîòó îí ñðàâíèâàë
ñ æèâåéøèì èíòåðåñîì ê åãî òâîð÷åñòâó íà Çàïàäå: «À êàêèå îòçûâû ÿ
÷èòàþ î ñåáå «òàì», öåëûå ðàçáîðû!»– îí íàçâàë íåèçâåñòíîå ìíå èìÿ
àíãëèéñêîãî ëèòåðàòóðîâåäà. «Ýòî èõ Âåñåëîâñêèé»,– ïîÿñíèë îí.61

The same connection between Pasternak’s progress on his novel and his

reaction to Bowra’s opinion of his work is reflected in his letter to Ol´ga

Freidenberg of 7 August 1949. In an account of his recent work and plans

for the future, immediately after describing his determination to finish

writing the second book of his novel despite the impossibility of the task

and the inadequacy of his resources, he mentions having seen an Oxford

bilingual anthology of Russian poetry, Bowra’s Second Book of Russian

Verse and The Creative Experiment (Pasternak received a copy of the

1949 edition of this work, inscribed “With warmest admiration from C.M.

Bowra”). With a mixture of pride and embarrassment he notes that most

of the space in the Western anthologies is allocated to Pushkin, Blok and

himself, and that he is recognized not just as the best or “first” Soviet poet,

but as Boris Pasternak in his own right. His high standing in the West,

however, has only made him feel more despairing about the low regard in

which he is currently held in Russia.  The juxtaposition of these two62

passages suggests a deep-seated link between his determination to finish
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his novel and the positive image of his work that he found reflected in the

anthologies and critical writings of Bowra.

The second level on which this question can be addressed is somewhat

more complex. Several examples suggest that Pasternak found in Bowra’s

writings, particularly in The Heritage of Symbolism , certain ideas that

resonated with his own understanding of how he could develop the sym-

bolist legacy of Blok in his novel. In addition, various points made by

Bowra about the strengths and direction of Pasternak’s creative work may

well have encouraged his work on the novel. For example, Bowra’s com-

ment in his 1945 review of Earthly Expanse about the link between Pas-

ternak’s poems on war and his faith in the advent of a new and better life

could be applied to the development of Pasternak’s novel through to its

epilogue:

But behind these contemporary topics we can still discern his old dynamic

view of life, his trust in the Russian mission and in the advent of a new,

vigorous life, and the book rightly closes with some noble verses in which, with

the coming of spring, he sees life returning to a half-dead world and foretells

a future full of beauty and romance.

Bowra concluded his review by tackling the controversial issue of Pas-

ternak’s relevance to contemporary Russian society in terms that could

also be applied to his novel. Although, in his view, Pasternak’s poetry may

not have “so immediate a ‘social use’ as that of many of his contempo-

raries”, he is “none the less a powerful poet of the Russian world and has

done more than anyone to interpret the deep trust in life and nature and

humanity which inspires its prodigious achievements”.  This understand-63

ing of the far-reaching nature of Pasternak’s influence was of vital sig-

nificance at a time when the poet was under constant attack by Soviet

critics for being apolitical and detached from contemporary events.  His64

second letter to Bowra, responding to the juxtaposition of his name with

Ehrenburg in this review, reflects his pressing desire to make his position

in the contemporary Soviet cultural landscape unambiguously clear to his

foreign audience.  65

In his concluding summary of Pasternak’s achievement in The Creative

Experiment, Bowra emphasised the poet’s ability to view politics and his-

tory from a deeper perspective:
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Pasternak responds to the special character of his calling by a special sense

of the responsibilities which it puts upon him. <…> In a revolutionary age

Pasternak has seen beyond the disturbed surface of things to the powers behind

it and found there an explanation of what really matters in the world. Through

his unerring sense of poetry he has reached to wide issues and shown that the

creative calling, with its efforts and its frustrations and its unanticipated

triumphs, is, after all, something profoundly natural and closely related to the

sources of life.66

Pasternak clearly welcomed Bowra’s assessment of his work for it re-

flected his own aspirations and validated them. As he commented in his

last letter to him, written on 5 November 1956 to accompany some recent

poems: “I know your point of view in ‘Creative experiment,’ preserve it”.

The remarkable connection between Pasternak’s development as a writer

and Bowra’s evaluation of his work was noted by an astute contemporary

reader. In his introduction to the English publication of Pasternak’s auto-

biographical essay in 1959, Edward Crankshaw quoted the same closing

passage cited above as evidence of the “prophetic insight” displayed in

Bowra’s essay; he observed that the critic’s words, although based on Pas-

ternak’s early poetry, “could serve well as a comment on Doctor Zhivago”

and (in a clever adaptation of Bowra’s own phrase) demonstrate the close

affinity between the “critical calling” and the “sources of art”.67

Bowra was not the only Western critic to build up Pasternak’s reputa-

tion and thereby contribute to his sense of creative direction – in England

George Reavey, J.M.Cohen, Stefan Schimanski, C.L.Wrenn, and Isaiah

Berlin also wrote about his work and in some cases translated it as well.68

Bowra’s statements on Pasternak, along with the writings of the personal-

ists, were intimately connected with the poet’s reflections on himself and

his place in contemporary life. In addition, in Bowra’s translations and

criticism of his work, Pasternak was able to find particular support for his

view of himself as a successor to Blok and prophetic writer in the same

tradition.  This important dimension, together with the special circum-69

stances of his friendship with Isaiah Berlin and Pasternak’s sisters, ex-

plains the particular energy and enthusiasm of his epistolary addresses to

the critic. 

As a coda to this investigation of the creative relationship between Pas-

ternak and Bowra, we offer a brief comment on the significance of the

items that they both liked to keep in close proximity to their places of
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work. In December 1945 Pasternak asked Schimanski to tell Bowra that

he kept the latter’s books as close to his desk as the window, and found

them equally inspiring.  Bowra’s writings clearly opened up a “window”70

for Pasternak onto a different perspective on his work, more congenial to

the creative path that he wished to take than the prevalent Soviet approach

to his work. Bowra, for his part, kept a portrait of Pasternak hanging in his

library in his rooms at Wadham College, where he could see it as he

worked. This portrait, drawn in 1918 by the poet’s father, Leonid Paster-

nak, was a treasured possession, given to him in 1958 by the Pasternak

sisters. In his letter to them he expressed his pleasure:

May 23rd

My dear Pasternaks, 

How can I thank you properly for this most generous and enchanting gift?

I am indeed more delighted than I can say to have it, and as a gift from you,

and it hangs proudly in my library where I see it as I work. I cannot think of

anything that I could like more, or that could be a more living memory of the

exhibition of your father’s paintings, or a more kindly reminder of you your-

selves. It is in itself so fine a work of art that even if it were not a picture of a

great poet, it would still be an unending source of delight. Thank you very

much indeed.

Yours gratefully

Maurice Bowra.71

Towards the end of his life, the indomitable Bowra was finally taken ill

and retired to his bed. When his friend Larisa Haskell and her husband, the

art historian Francis Haskell, visited him not long before his death, she

noticed that the portrait of Pasternak now hung above his bed.  Thus, the72

window that Bowra had opened up for Pasternak closed for him in con-

templation of the portrait of a poet whose work he had admired and cele-

brated for over a quarter of a century. Pasternak’s understanding of trans-

lation as “the fruit of the original and its historical consequence,” exhibit-

ing the same relationship as that between a trunk and a cutting, aptly

characterises his relationship with Bowra, the fruitful offshoot of one such

act of inter-cultural translation and reception.73
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